The Program in Linguistics at Middlebury College presents
‘Language Matters’
A series for open discussions on issues of language and linguistics

Thursday November 19 at 4:30-5:30pm
Location: Axinn 219

Screening of The Linguists

Episode 3 of Language Matters is a screening of The Linguists.
Click on the title above or the picture below to watch the trailer.

“The Linguists is a hilarious and poignant chronicle of two scientists—David Harrison and Gregory Anderson—racing to document languages on the verge of extinction. In Siberia, India, and Bolivia, the linguists confront head-on the very forces silencing languages: racism, humiliation, and violent economic unrest. David and Greg's journey takes them deep into the heart of the cultures, knowledge, and communities at risk when a language dies.”

Cookies and beverages will be served!

For questions on the Language Matters series, please contact Karin Hanta (khanta@middlebury.edu) or Usama Soltan (usoltan@middlebury.edu).
For more information on Linguistics at Middlebury, please visit the program's webpage: http://www.middlebury.edu/academics/linguistics